Students Learning Problem Solving in Introductory Physics – Forming an Initial Hypothesis of Instructors’ Beliefs
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Based on an analysis of structured interviews with 6 research university physics faculty members, this paper presents our initial hypothesis of instructors’ beliefs about how their students learn to solve problems in an introductory physics course. The hypothesis shows that these instructors have very general beliefs about the process of student learning that do not include many details about actual learning mechanisms.

Introduction

Many students leave traditional introductory physics courses unable to solve standard test problems. Those that can often do so without an understanding of the physics concepts on which these problems are based. [1] Curriculum developers have focused their efforts on two general ways of improving this situation. Some emphasize directly building students’ conceptual knowledge [2-3] while others emphasize developing students’ problem-solving skills. [4-6] Although aspects of many of these curricula are reflected in some instructors’ practices, seldom are the curricula fully adopted. This lack of full adoption likely reflects a mismatch between the curricula and the beliefs and values of the instructors who must implement the curricula.

In order to begin to understand the beliefs and values of these instructors, we conducted interviews with 6 physics faculty members from a large research university. The purpose of this study was to develop analysis techniques and generate testable hypotheses of physics instructors’ beliefs and values about the teaching and learning of problem solving in introductory calculus-based physics. The initial hypotheses resulting from this study will guide further investigations using larger samples.

This is the first of two papers describing this study. This paper will concentrate on our initial hypotheses related to learning activities these instructors believe students can engage in to learn how to solve physics problems. The second paper [7] will focus on our initial hypotheses related to teaching activities these instructors believe they can engage in to help students learn how to solve physics problems.

Data Collection

Data were collected using a semi-structured interview based on concrete instructional artifacts commonly used in physics instruction. [8] All of the artifacts dealt with an introductory physics problem that was given to the instructors to solve prior to the interview. The artifacts used were: three instructor solutions, five student solutions, and three types of problems. They were constructed to span a variety of student and instructor practices.

Each individual interview lasted about 1½ hours and consisted of four parts. The first three parts of the interview, each dealing with one of the three types of artifacts, started with general questions about how and why the instructor used that type of artifact (e.g., “In what situations do you use instructor solutions?”). The instructor was then asked to compare each artifact to those he actually used (e.g., “Take a look at these three instructor solutions and describe how they are similar or different to the types of solutions you use.”). Each part concluded by asking the instructor to reflect on the problem-solving process, as represented in each artifact (e.g., “What aspects/components that you consider important in problem solving are represented in these instructor solutions?”).
During these three parts the interviewer noted each of the features of the problem-solving process that was mentioned on a separate index card, using the faculty member’s words. In the final part of the interview they were asked to sort these cards into categories of their choosing. They were then asked several questions about the categories, including their expectations about student learning of these problem-solving processes by the end of their course. Throughout the interview probing questions were used to encourage the instructors to explain their ideas in as much detail as possible.

The 6 instructors, all male, were randomly selected from approximately 20 physics faculty at a large research university who had recently taught an introductory calculus-based course. The standard mode of instruction for introductory calculus-based physics at this university includes each instructor’s implementation of Cooperative Group Problem Solving. [4]

**Analysis Technique**

The analysis procedure (see Figure 1) used interview transcripts to develop a multi-layered concept map that described our hypotheses about the way that this group of 6 instructors thought about the teaching and learning of problem solving. [8] Triangulation and expert agreement were used to determine the results. The highest level of this concept map has 18 relevant features and their relationships that are common to all 6 of the instructors. Each of these relevant features, represented by a box on the concept map, is described in detail by a lower-level map that also gives the range of variation among the instructors. Due to space limitations, the lower-level maps will not be presented here; however, the relevant information from these maps will be used in the discussions that follow.

**Results: How Do Students Learn How to Solve Problems?**

Twelve of these 18 relevant features are related to the learning of problem solving and are shown in Figure 2. The instructors conceive of three independent types of learning activities, each of which allows some college students to learn how to solve physics problems:

1. Using Feedback while/after working on problems
2. Working on problems
3. Looking/Listening to example problem solutions or lectures

**Figure 2: Highest-Level Concept Map Describing Initial Hypotheses about Instructors’ Thinking About the Learning of Problem Solving.**
These three types of learning activities are what we would expect any experienced introductory physics instructor to recognize. More interesting, however, is that the instructors talked about each of these learning activities in up to two distinct levels of detail. In the first level they described general student actions that can lead to learning. In the second level they described specific student actions that can lead to learning. Many of the instructors did not talk about student learning in this second, more specific, level of detail.

Using Feedback. The instructors talked the most about learning activities involving the use of feedback. The defining feature of this type of learning activity is that learning takes place directly from the feedback. All six instructors believed that students could learn how to solve physics problems by working on problems on their own and then looking at the delayed feedback of example problem solutions. They all thought that students should engage in the general activity of comparing their solutions to the example solutions in an effort to analyze their mistakes. However, most instructors believed that most students do not in fact do this. Only one instructor, however, described what, specifically, students should do. He suggested that students should focus on the structure of the problem rather than on the details. Four of the instructors also believed that students learn how to solve physics problems through the general activity of working on problems while receiving real-time feedback. This real-time feedback was typically described as coaching and was thought of as something that the student should initiate by working on problems with other students or coming to office hours to get help from the instructor. None of the instructors gave more details about what specific actions students should perform during this coaching.

Looking/Listening. The defining feature of this type of learning activity is that learning takes place without the student needing to work on problems. One instructor did not believe that students can learn how to solve problems without actually working on problems. Another instructor thought that students might be able to learn something without working on problems, but that actually working on problems would be more effective. All five instructors who believed that learning can take place by looking/listening described the general student action of looking/listening to example problem solutions. These are typically problems that the instructor solved on the board during lecture, but can also be written problems from a textbook or other source. Only one instructor described any specific student actions. He said that they should “think about what is going on”. Four of these instructors also expressed a belief that students could learn how to solve problems through the general activity of looking/listening to lectures about problem solving techniques or strategies. This lecturing was not described as being attached to a particular problem and no further details were given about what specific actions students should perform.

Discussion
The initial hypothesis described in this paper is that university instructors think about three distinct ways that students can learn how to solve physics problems. Conventional wisdom might suggest that typical research university instructors would have rather traditional, teacher-centered
views of learning -- the most important way that students learn is by coming to lecture and watching the instructor solve problems and discuss problem-solving techniques. However, these six instructors viewed this type of learning activity as the least effective of the three presented. All of the instructors believed that the best way for students to learn how to solve physics problems is by trying to solve physics problems, either with or without external feedback.

This hypothesis can now be tested for a wider range of instructors. If it is confirmed, it would suggest that physics instructors do not avoid curricula that involve active learning (i.e., students working rather than looking/listening) based on their beliefs that these curricula would not help students learn. Some alternative explanations are discussed in the next paper. [7]

A very important feature of these instructors’ views of student learning activities is that they described few specific details about what students should do to learn. As Figure 3 shows, although 27% (7 of 26) of the interview questions asked specifically about actions students should perform to learn, only 7% (28 of 390, on average) of the statements made by each instructor described such actions. This suggests that these instructors lack an explicit model of the mechanisms by which students learn. In fact, there was little indication that they thought any explicit mechanisms were involved.

If verified using a more extensive sample of instructors, this suggests that curriculum developers need to communicate to instructors in a way that does not require the instructors to believe that specific mechanisms enable students to learn. Alternatively, it may be necessary for faculty to be introduced to the existence and importance of such learning mechanisms.

---
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